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Solar power booster for industrial steam boilers

This is a system that reduce wood consumption in 
tea production by solar power. It operates in any tea 
factory as a simple add on module and is transparent 
to other parts of system. The result is just you need 
less wood for the boiler.
All boilers are very costly to operate and consumes 
lots of wood. This add on unit use less heat from 
boiler and replace it by a solar powered electric 
preheater that heat up condensate water after the 
feeder pump. Water get hotter and boiler do not need 
so much heat to make needed steam. Today 
condensate is about 60-80 C but if we heat to 
100-150C or more and less wood is needed for the 
boiler system.
 
Components in system and how it is connected.

Solar farm is the combination of solar 
panels we use. Here there is a large 
flexibility how many is used and all from 
smaller systems to a oversized system 
is attractive and profitable. Practically 
we see min 25- 70% of energy used in 
is a good size and if we have to many 
panels and over 100% of dryer output 
we have extra energy to use 
somewhere else in tea factory.
This is in numbers something from 250 KW to 4 MW in solar farm size.
We use a special solar panel to match the demands in tea production areas. 
Here it is rather common with clouds and rain and not always perfect sun. The 
panels are Amorphous Silicon panels that differs a bit from standard old style 
crystalline panels. One key difference is much higher output when days are not 
perfect sunny. Over one year these panels adds about 10-15 % more output in 
KWH over time. Costs / KWh is better with these thin film panels.  They are also 2 
glass laminated and have no plastic back surface that can be degenerated over 

years by sun. Warranty is 25 
years.
Our panels are made in a new 
high volume factory to get best 
price on market and outcompete 
other panels including old style crystalline panels.
         Panels needs a large area and preferable we use 
roofs of buildings here as the factory roof. Another idea is 
too make a roof over log ware house to get the dry area 
under panels to be used smart. We have the mechanical 
components for whatever installation is preferred.
Best are trackers that gives 25% more output as they 
follow sun byt they need large areas of land to be OK.
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Solar inverters control output of solar panels that make DC power and 
convert it to AC output. We use a MPPT system that adjust it self after 
available output to me maximum in output Watt. MPPT is Maximum Peak 
Power Tracking  ( MPPT) and adapts fo rapid changes from clouds etc. 
Inverter typically gives 3 Phase 380-400 VAC output in industrial standard 
configuration. From this we have a variable output depending on solar 

radiation but it is always 
adjusted automatic.

Electric boiler / water 
heater unit
This unit is located after 
feeder pump for 
condensate water on the 
pressurised side of the 
pump. Electricity from solar 
farm will here heat up 
water so the boiler get pre heated water into the boiler and 
then it needs less fuel to produce the needed steam. 
Often condensate water is 60-80 C in temperature and if 
we can lift 
temperature to 

100-150 C it saves a lot of energy in the wood boiler. This is very 
simple to add on existing boiler tubes. If no solar power available 
water just pass through as earlier and all need no control and extra 
works.
System is 100% transparent to old system and the staff at boiler will 
see it keeps temperature up and you do not add so much wood after 
this. Boiler body has no change and is used as earlier. When it is no 
sun it operates like earlier by steam only as now.
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Block schematics of layout in drier

Condensate pump

Condensate 
water  flow 
temperature 
60-80 C

Electric boiler unit using 
solar power electricity to 
pre heat water

Temp 100-150 C 
with solar power 
when water is 
added to old boiler 
unit. Substantial 
part by solar energy
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Calculation criteria.

Solar panels 1000KW output in 
Kericho area Kenya. Calculations 
say this is equal to 1840 000 KWH / 
year in energy.
If we buy this electricity from Kenya 
power and say its is USD 0.2 / KWH 
the value is USD 368 000 / year in 
earnings.
Here we use energy to produce heat 
and save wood in boiler so all is very 
different. 
Old boilers have large losses and bad efficiency and the long steam tubes reduce efficiency a lot. System 
efficiency is often not more than 50% today in total including wet wood moisture content. Here we have 
heater direct at boiler entrance so all is far better and smaller losses. 50% efficiency is maybe 80-85% now 
so there is a large difference in KWh in comparison wood and solar power. 
We know the differences between factories is very large and the 2017 energy audit say this can differ 20 - 
40% between different tea factories.
    
From other information we know that an electric boiler of 2 MW gives 3 ton steam / hour. Then we say 1 
MW electricity is equal to about 1.5 ton steam at 10 Bar and 200 C. We use these numbers here as they 
are rather correct in a comparable output.
If so we know the 1000 KW solar panel we look at 
here with make comparable steam to an electric 
boiler of  1500 Kg / steam / hour. 1 MW solar panels 
is then equal to about 1500 Kg steam/ hour etc.

4-6 ton Boilers needs something like 2 ton dry wood / 
hour depending on boiler design and moisture 
content of wood. Here it differs a lot. If we say 
25-50% of this can be produced by solar panels and 
no wood we save about 1000 Kg wood / hour and 
maybe 5-10 tons / day in wood consumption in a very 
rough calculation.
If we have details about your set up in of boilers 

etc we can make exact 
numbers to get a pay off time !
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